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ABSTRACT

MOGRA (Migration Of GRound Additions) is a migration prediction code for toxic ground
additions including radioactive materials in a terrestrial environment. MOGRA consists of
computational codes that are applicable to various evaluation target systems, and can be used on
personal computers. The computational code has the dynamic compartment analysis block at its core,
the graphical user interface (GUI) for computation parameter settings and results displays, data bases

and so on. The compartments are obtained by classifying various natural environments into groups that

exhibit similar properties. These codes are able to create or delete compartments and set the migration

of environmental-load substances between compartments by a simple mouse operation.

The system features high universality and excellent expendability in the application of

computations to various nuclides.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To evaluate the effects of environmental-load substances such as radioactive ones that impose

environmental loads it is essential to identify the migration patterns and behaviors of these

substances in the environments of the human life sphere. The mechanisms affecting their migration

patterns and behaviors are very complicated and cover a wide range of disciplines including physics,

chemistry and biology. Figure shows the outline of main phenomena related to migration of

environmental radionuclides in the surface environment. In addition, as the human life sphere

contains a mixed variety of land usage modes (including forests, farming fields and rice paddies),

the migration patterns of the substances in each of the various land usage classifications are quite

diverse. Considering these, we have developed a code called MOGRA (Migration Of GRound
Additions) as a migration prediction code for toxic ground additions including radioactive materials

in a terrestrial environment 12]. Here, we describe the outline of MOGRA, and the status of

development of the code.
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Fig. 1 Main Phenomena related to Migration of Environmental Radionuclides in the
Surface Environment

2. OUTLINE of MOGRA

MOGRA consists of computational codes that are applicable to various evaluation target systems,
and can be used on personal computers. The computational code has the dynamic compartment
analysis block at its core, the graphical user interface (GUI) for computation parameter settings and
results displays, data files and so on. The compartments are obtained by classifying various natural
environments into groups that exhibit similar properties. These codes are able to create or delete
compartments and set the migration of environmental-load substances between compartments by a
simple mouse operation. The system features high universality and excellent expendability in the
application of computations to various nuclides. An evaluation begins with a classification of the target
land according to a land usage classification (modularization). Next, desired compartments are set
within each module together with the setting of migration patterns of substances between modules.
The flow of environmental-load substances between compartments is expressed in the
formulae obtained from theoretical consideration and scientific experimental results. When a
compartment in a module is subject to pollution by an environmental-load substance, these
codes can be used to evaluate how and how far the surrounding environments will be polluted
in the future. Figure 2 shows the concept of MOGRA.
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Fig. 2 Concept of MOGRA

3. ANALYSIS METHOD and SYSTEM FEATURE

In MOGRA, the simultaneous ordinary differential equations are solved by using the sixth-step
fifth-order Runge-Kutta method which is called the Fehlberg formula. The dynamic change of the
amount in the compartment m in the Fig. 3 is expressed as follows,
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of a dynamic compartment model
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here,
Y'i ymi Amount of Nuclide i, j in the Compartment-m (atom)
y4i Amount of Nuclide i in the Compartment-1 (atom)

k. Transfer factor of Nuclide i from the Compartment-m to the Compartment-1 (1/y)

kl-.,, Transfer factor of Nuclide i from the Compartment-1 to the Compartment-m (1/y)

/Z K Elimination Factor of Nuclide i from the Compartment-m (1/y)

'�j j Decay constant of Nuclide i j (1/y)

Pj-.i Branching ratio of Nuclide i (-)

qmi Inflow factor of Nuclide i into the Compartment-m (atom/y)

MOGRA is used on a Windows based personal computer. MOGRA is composed with 3

programs and FORTRAN compiler. The 3 programs are MOGRA for Windows, MOGRA

Compartment Model Editor, and MOGRA Calculation Program.
The user of MOGRA can aange the Compartment Model templates connection by dragging

templates and connector. Calculation parameters can be put on GUI. Calculation results are presented

in Tables and Figures on the CRT of a personal computer MOGRA for Windows).

MOGRA Compartment Model Editor creates and compliles compartment models of each module

which will be used on MOGRA for Windows on the GUI of a computer. MOGRA Compartment

Model Editor also compliles parameters of each compartment model.
MOGRA Calculation Program calculates according to the equation described in section 22 using

calculation condition data files from the MOGRA for Windows. The calculation results is brought to

the MOGRA for Windows.

4. STATUS of DEVELOPMENT of MOGRA

Application of MOGRA for migration of contaminants through different land utilization
areas will be presented as a different paper in this proceedings 3].

Recently we have developed databases for MOGRA, called MOGRA-DB which consist of

radionuclides decay chart, distribution coefficients between solid and liquid, transfer factors from soil

to plant, transfer coefficients from feed to beef and milk, concentration factors, and age dependent

dose conversion factors for many radionuclides 4].

MOGRA will be connected with the GIS (Geographical Information System) databases which

consist of soil map, Geornorphological Land Classification Map, Subsurface Geological Map, Land

Utilization Map, and Water Utilization Map, developed by Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport, Government of Japan. Also will be introduced are the sensitivity analyses, the probabilistic

analyses of environmental parameters. MOGRA will be connected with atmospheric dispersion

models, groundwater flow models and ocean pollution prediction models.

5. SUMMARY

MOGRA (Migration Of GRound Additions) is a migration prediction code for toxic ground
additions including radioactive materials in a terrestrial environment. MOGRA consists of

computational codes that are applicable to various evaluation target systems, and can be used on

personal computers. The computational code has the dynamic compartment analysis block at its core,
the graphical user interface (GUI) for computation parameter settings and results displays, data bases
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and so on. The compartments are obtained by classifying various natural environments into groups that

exhibit similar properties. These codes are able to create or delete compartments and set the migration

of environmental-load substances between compartments by a simple mouse operation.

The system features high universality and excellent expendability in the application of computations

to various nuclides. In this paper, we described the outline of MOGRA, and recent status about
development of the code, which mainly concerns databases and GIS.
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